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It is assumed that (X,),,, is a diffusion in R”, that Go c G c R” are bounded and open, and 
that the starting point of (X,)lso is unknown, except that it lies in Go. Based on the observation 
of the passage of a single path through aG, one is to estimate the exit distribution on aG belonging 
to the unknown x. It is shown that for this problem an unbiased minimum variance estimator exists. 
minimum variance estimators * exit distributions * diffusion processes 
Introduction 
In the following we will be concerned with a diffusion process (X,),,, in R” and 
an open bounded set G c Iw”. To every x E G then there belongs a so-called exit 
distribution V, on aG, i.e. a probability measure characterizing the position of a 
particle at the moment of first exit from G. 
Our problem now can be roughly described as follows: We assume that all paths 
of our diffusion start from a certain fixed point x, whose location is not known to 
us, except that it lies in a given open set Go = G. We further assume to have observed 
a single path after its passage through the boundary aGo. On the basis of this 
observation we would like to estimate the exit distribution V, on 8G belonging to 
the unknown x. So, in a certain sense, our estimate is to predict, where all the other 
paths will end up in aG. 
To specify this idea, we assume that the diffusion process in question is given by 
the collection (0, JU, (X,),ao, (Py)ycwn ), where P, denotes the probability law of 
the process under the assumption that the motion starts from y. Denoting by TV the 
time of first exit from Go we base our estimation problem on the measurable space 
(0, c+(XTO+* ( t 2 0)) and the set {P, )x E Go} of probability measures P, on 0, where 
Go plays the role of a parameter set. For a given function g : Go + IF! of the parameter 
x a u.m.v. (unbiased minimum variance) estimator g^ then is, as usual, defined to 
be a (+(X70+t 1 3 0)-measurable function g^ : L! +R which is unbiased, i.e. satisfies 
EX(g^) = g(x) (x E G,), and has minimal variance E”([g - g(x)12) (x E G,,) compared 
to all the other unbiased, (T(X~~+, 1 t 2 0)-measurable functions. 
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The above definition of a u.m.v.-estimator 2 for g : GO + R is then generalized to 
the case g : XH v, as follows: First, every V, is represented as a limit of linear 
combinations of Dirac measures, then a u.m.v.-estimator is constructed for every 
coefficient function. To be more precise: We choose points zi E aG and a family 
(ei,n(X))i=l,...,n,nEN of real numbers such that 
VX = lim i e,,“(X) 6, =: 1 O,*(X) 6,. 
n-rm icl 
I 
If we can find, for each function G03x++ O,,,(x), a u.m.v.-estimator &,(X,,(w)), 
then we call 
a u.m.v.-estimator of V, = xi Bi,*(X) 6,. That there exists, under certain conditions, 
a representation V, = xi O,*(X) 6, of the exit-measures V, and a corresponding 
u.m.v.-estimator Ii $i,*(XrO(W)) 6,, is the content of our main theorem (2.3), the 
proof of which strongly depends on a Banach space-theoretical result of Lazar- 
Lindenstrauss. 
1. Preliminaries and notations 
1.1. Unbiased minimum variance estimator 
Suppose that (0, 4 is a measurable space and { QB 10 E 0) is a set of probability 
measures Qe and & with parameter set 0 c R”. In addition, let a function g : 0 + R 
and a sub-a-algebra %? of & be given. 
Then a bounded ?8-measurable function 5 : Cl+ R is called a u.m.v.-estimator of 
g( 0) with respect to 6% and { Qe (0 E O}, if the following conditions are satisfied: 
(a) E’(g):= ~~dQe=g(0)(OEO), and 
(b) Ee(l~-g(~)12):=~Ig,-g(~)12dQe~EB(l~-~(~)12)(~~~) 
for every bounded C?8-measurable h : Cl+ R with Ee(h) = g( f3) (0 E 0). 
1.2. Dijiision processes 
Throughout this paper (0, A(X,),,,, (PJxfwn), or simply (Xr),ao, is to denote 
an admissible diffusion process with characteristic operator 
9 = i 
a2 
a..- +-f b.d 
i,, = 1 lJaXi aXj i=l ‘aXi’ 
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i.e. a standard process in R” (see [l]) with the following properties: 
(a) (X,)taO has infinite life time and continuous paths; 
(b) there are bounded, Lipschitz-continuous functions 
u~,~:[W”+IW and b,:R”+R(i,j=l,,.., n) 
such that 
(i) there exists y > 0 with: 
$ a~(~)AiAj~y it,(hi)2 (xE(W”,A~,...,A,EIW); 
i,j=l 
(ii) a,,=uji(i,j=l,...,n);and 
(iii) lim 
ullx I 
E’(f~~7!~f(x)=i~I a~(x)&(x)+~LI bi(x)$(x) 
1 I I 
holds for all x E R” and twice continuously differentiable functions f: IF!” + R. 
That for a given differential operator 9 of the above type there exists an admissible 
diffusion process with 23 as characteristic operator, is shown, for example, in Dynkin 
r41. 
As in (iii) we will always use the notation TV for the time of first exit from CJ; 
i.e.7U(W):=inf{t>OIX,(w)EU}.ForopenboundedsetsGcIW”andxEGtheexit 
distribution V, of (X,)lZO on aG is given by v,(B) := E”(X,, E B; TV <a) (B 
Bore1 sets in aG); and a boundary point x E aG is called (X,),,,-regular, if E”({T~ = 
0)) = 1. C(Xi ( i E I) stands for the u-algebra generated by the random variables Xi. 
2. Formulation of the main result 
From now on, we always assume that (0, A, (X,),zo, (Px)xER”) is an admissible 
diffusion process in R” with characteristic operator 9 and that Go and G are open, 
bounded subsets of R” with Go c G, c G. 
The corresponding exit distribution on aG belonging to x E G is denoted by v~, 
and for the exit time TG,, we simply write TV. 
To specify our idea of a u.m.v.-estimator for exit distributions, we now’introduce 
te concept of coordinate system. 
2.1. Definition. Let (zi)it, be a sequence in aG, and assume that for every x E G 
there exists a family ( &,(x))~ =,,...,“, neN of real numbers satisfying the following 
conditions: 
(a) The equality v, = w -lim,,, C:=, 0,,(x) 6, holds for every x E G (where 
w-lim denotes the w*-limit and 6, the dirac measure on z) 
(b) Cy=, 0,,(x) 6, is a probability measure for every x E G and n EN. 
Then we say that the exit distributions v, have a coordinate system, and we write 
% =Ci ei,*(x) Oz; 
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2.2. Definition. Assume that V, = xi 0,,*(x) 6, is a coordinate system of the exit 
distributions and that the functions 8i.n : G + R have the following properties: 
(a) For every nEN and i~{l,..., n} there exists a u.m.v.-estimator c: 0 + R 
of @i,,(X) with respect to c(X~~+~ 1 t 2 0) and {Px IX E Go}. 
(b) xi I?;(W) 8, := w-lim,,,~~=‘=, C(W) S, exists for all w E R. 
Then we call the map 
a u.m.v.-estimator of xi 8,,*(x) 6, (with respect to a(X,,+, I t 2 0) and {P, I x E G,)). 
Now we are ready to formulate our result: 
2.3. Theorem. (i) There exists a coordinate system xi O,.*(x) 6, of the exit distributions 
V, such that xi 6$*(x) * Szi has a u.m.v.-estimator xi G(W) S, with respect to 
a(XT0+tIt20) and {P,[xEG~}. 
(ii) The coordinate system V, =Ci &*(x) 6, and the u.m.v.-estimator xi G(w) 6, 
in (i) can be chosen so that 
if&,(w) E EGO, 
otherwise. 
Remark. The above result can be interpreted as follows: If we know the point X,,( w ) 
of first passage through the boundary IYG, for a single path, that started from an 
unknown x, then we obtain a u.m.v.-estimate of V, =Ci B:,*(X) 6, by 
3. Proof of Theorem II.3 
Setting H := {f: C? E R 1 f is continuous and 9( f 1 G) = 0) we will base our result 
on the following proposition (f 1 G denotes the restriction off to G). 
3.1. Proposition. For every x E G, the exit distibution vx is the only probability measure 
being supported by the Choquet boundary a&H) of H and satisfying the equality 
I 
f dv, =f(x) for every f E H. 
*cH(H) 
Though 3.1. is known, there is no reference work - as far as I know - containing 
a direct proof of 3.1. Therefore I shall outline how to derive Proposition 3.1 from 
Effros and Kazdan [6] and Dynkin [4, 51. 
Proof of 3.1. The assertion follows from Lemma 3.lb and 3.lq that are stated and 
proved below. 
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To apply results of [6], we need: 
3.la. Some definitions and results pertaining to function spaces (see [6] and [9]): 
Let X be a compact metric space and C(X) the space of continuous functions 
on X endowed with the supnorm, and let Ac C(X) be a function space; i.e. a 
linear subspace of C(X) containing 1 and separating the points of X. Then the 
W*-compact, convex subset S(A) := {p E A* Ip 2 0, p( 1) = 1) of the space A* of 
continuous linear functionals on A is called the state space of A and r&,(A):= 
{x E X/c?(x) E ex(S(A))} the Choquet boundary of A, where 6 : X + S(A) is defined 
by (s(x))(a):= a(x) and ex(S(A)) d enotes the set of extreme points of S(A). If A 
is closed with respect to the sup-norm, then an order isometry $I of A onto 
A(S(A)) := {fe C(S(A)) If is affine} is defined by [4(a)](p):=p(a) (uEA). The 
convex set K := S(A) is called a Choquet simplex if for every k E K there exists 
exactly one maximal representing measure pk; i.e. a probability measure pk suppor- 
ted by ex( K) and satisfying the equality 
u(k) = a dpk for every a E A(K). 
3.lb. Lemma. (i) If H = {f~ C(G)) 9(fl G) = 0}, fhen there exists for every x E G 
exactly one maximal representing measure px, i.e. a probability measure t_~, supported 
by ach(H) and satisfying the equality 
f dpu, =f(x) for every f E H. 
(ii) a,,(H) coincides with the set d,,,(H) of L&regular points in aG. (z E aG is 
called B-regular if for every f E c(au) and the corresponding generalized solution 
Hy : U + R of the Dirichlet problem the relation lim,,, H;(x) = f (z) is satisjed; see 
[6, Chapter 31). 
Proof. It follows from [6, Corollary 3.41, that H is a simplicial function space, i.e. 
a function space, whose state space S := S(H) = {p E HX /p 2 0, p( 1) = l} is a Choquet 
simplex. This together with 3.la. yields assertion (i). That a,,(H) coincides with 
the set of g-regular points, follows from [6], Corollary 3.4 directly. (For applying 
Corollary 3.4. of [6], we need that $2 and G satisfy the so-called axiom D. But this 
is shown in [7, p. 5671.) 
3.1~. Lemma. For every x E G the exit distribution V, is supported by the set a_(H) = 
&-J H) and satisjies the equality 
I f dv, =f(x) for every f E H. a,,,(n) 
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Proof. We first note, that z E aG is g-regular iff it is (X,),,,-regular. This can be 
seen as follows: 
According to Dynkin [5, Theorem 13.101, the set of 9-superharmonic functions 
coincides with the set of (X,),,O-superharmonic functions introduced in Dynkin [5, 
12.11, p. 151. This yields the equivalence of B-regularity and (X,),,,-regularity, 
since s-regular points and (X,),,,-regular points in aG can be characterized by the 
existence of certain 9-superharmonic functions (see [2, p. 1181, [7, p. 4311) and 
(Xl),,,-superharmonic functions respectively (see Dynkin [5, Theorem 13.61). Now, 
let SE H, and define f: G+ R by f”(x) := E”cfoX,,; 76 (00). Then, according to 
Dynkin [5, Theorem 13.1],1 is g-harmonic and bounded and satisfies the relation 
lim,+,f(z) =f(z,) for every (Xt)t,O -regular point z0 E aG. Since, by the remark, the 
(X,),,,-regular points coincide with the g-regular points, if follows from [2, p. 
1481, that f=x which yields the wanted equality f(x) = f(x) = 5 d dv,. 
a,,,(H) being a G,-set the proof of 3.lc, is complete if we show that v,(O) = 1 
for every open 0 with 0 3 &.JH). 
But for such a set 0 the function 1 o ac is continuous in every zoe a,,,(H). Thus 1 
for the g-harmonic function g, defined by g’(x) := EX(looX_.; ro <CO), and for 
every Z~E a,,,(H) the equality lim,,, g”(z) = 1 o(zo) = 1 holds. Therefore, again by 
[2, p. 1481, g”=l and consequently l=~(x)=E”(lo~X,,, ~o<co)= ~~(0). 
Summarizing 3.lb. and 3.1~. one obtains Proposition 3.1. 
3.2 
In this section we state and prove a new result on spaces A(K) of affine continuous 
functions on metrizable Choquet simplexes K. This result applied to the case 
K := S(H) then forms the essential step in the proof of Theorem 2.3. 
First, we quote from [lo, Theorem 2.21 (see also [8]): 
3.2.1. Theorem (Lazar-Lindenstrauss). If K is a compact metrizable and infinite 
dimensional Choquet simplex, then there are a triangular matrix (a,,,):,, TZI of real 
numbers a,,, and a triangular marix (e,,,) := 1 z= 1 of functions e,,, E A(K) such that the 
following conditions are satis$ed: 
(1) For every n EN one has: 
a,,*O(i=l,. . . , n), ii, ai,, = 1, e,,, 2O(i = 1,. . . , n), j?, ei,, = 1 
and 
](ei,,]]=l (i=l,..., n), 
where )I * II denotes the sup-norm in A(K). 
(2) A(K) =UzSp=, [ei,,]:=1, where [ei,,]y=l stands for the linear subspace of A(K) 
spanned by {e ,,“, . . , en,“) and Uz=p=, [ei,,]l=1 denotes the closure of UT=, [ei,,]yZI 
with respect to the sup-norm. 
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(3) ForeverynENandi~nonehas: 
e 1. n = ei,n+l + ai,, * en+l,n+l. 
Now we state the main result of this section. 
3.2.2. Proposition. If K is a compact metrizable and infinite dimensional Choquet 
simplex, then there exists a triangular matrix (e,,,):=, r=, offunctions ei,, E A(K) and 
a sequence (x,),,~ ofpoints x,, E ex (K) such that the following conditions are satis$ed: 
For every k, E K, the sequence (v,( k )) 0 ntN of probability measures v,(k,J := 
C y=, e,,, (k,) .6, converges in the w* -topology to the maximal measure representing k,. 
Proof. Let the numbers ai,” and the functions ei,, be chosen as in 2.2.1. Then by 
[lo, Proposition 3.11 there exists a sequence (x,),,~ in ex(K) such that we have, 
for every n E N and 15 i, j S n, the following relation: 
e,,(G) = 
( 
1 ifi=j, 
0 ifi#j. 
Fix k,, E K. Then the assertion is a consequence of the following Lemmata 3.2.3-3.2.7. 
From now on, we simply write v, instead of v, (k,), i.e. 
._ v, .- c,,,(kJ * ax1 +. . . + e,,,(kd * k,,. 
3.2.3. Lemma. For every n E N and f E C(K) the equality 
Jfdu,,+,=Jfdv,,+ e,+l.,+l(kO)*[f(x,+l)-(a,,,.f(xl)+~ * . +an,n-f(~n))l 
holds. 
Proof. Because of ci++r = e,,, - ar,n’ en+,,n+, (id n), we obtain that 
v,+~ = (eI,,(kO) -al,,. e,+I,,+I(kJ) &, +. . . + en+l,n+l(kJ hn+, 
= vn + en+I,n+~(kJ[&,,+, -(a ,, &, +. . . + an,n &n)l, 
which implies the assertion. 
3.2.4. Lemma. For every f E C(K) of the form f = (Cr=, aiei,,) v * . * v (Cy=, Pie,,) 
(with ai, pi E R and n EN) and for all m 2 n the inequality 1 f dv,+, s j f dv, holds 
((g v h)(x):= max(g(x), h(x))). 
Proof. By 3.2.3 we only have to show that, for m 2 n, 
f(x,+* )-(a,,J(x,)+. . .+a,,,f(x,))SO. 
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For each m 2 n we can represent f in the form 
f=(iT,aiei,m)V”.V(i~lp,ei,-). 
Now fix man anddefine I,!J,:K+R” by 
k(k) := (eI,,(k), . . . , e,,,(k)). 
Then I,!J,,,( K) is the unit simplex in IR”, and we have f =f’&,,, where 
f”=(if,~i’~~)v’.‘v(i~,~i-~~) 
and ~7 : &,(K) + R is the canonical projection (vm(r,, . . . , r,,,) = ri). Since f’ is 
convex we get the wanted relation from the following inequalities: 
f(xnI+, )-(%m.Ox,)+~ . .a,,mf(x,))=f’(~m(Xm))-(al,mf’(~,(X,))+. . . 
+&n,m.f’(lClm(%?l))) 
=f’(%l,~. . , %,m) -(%n.f’(L 0, * . . ,O) 
+. * . + u,,J’(O, . . . ) 0,l)) s 0. 
3.2.5. Lemma ( v,),,~ converges in the w*-topology to a probability measure on K. 
Proof. For every f~ C(K) of the form 
f=(~~~iei,n)v’..v(r-,piei,“) 
the existence of 
is a consequence of 3.2.4. From this we deduce that limm+m j a, v . . - v a, dv, exists 
foreveryiENandu,,..., QiC A(K), since UT=, [ei,,]yzI is dense in A(K). 
The functions of the form (czl v . . . v ui) - ( bI v . . . v bj) being dense in C(K) we 
obtain for every f~ C(K) the existence of lim,,, jfdVrn and consequently the 
assertion. 
3.2.6. Lemma. v := w* - lim,,, V, represents ko. 
Proof. The equality 
vn(ei,n>=(e,,n(kJ &,+. . * + e,,(kJ &,)(ei,n) = ei,n(h) 
yields the equality v,(u) = u(k,) for all a E [ei.,]y=,. Thus we get, for all a E [ei,n]yzr 
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and 1~ n, that a( k,,) = 1 a dv, , hence 
a(k,)=limJ ndv,=j adv. 
The assertion now follows from the equality A(K) = IJ~sp=, [ei,,]~=~. 
3.2.7. Lemma. v = w* - lim,,, Ye is the maximal measure representing k 0’ 
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Proof. According to 3.2.6, Y represents k,,. Thus, it remains to be shown that for 
every measure p the relation Y i p (< denoting Bishop de Leeuw order) implies 
that v = p. From v -C p it follows, that p represents ik, and that for every m EN the 
image measures (CI, (p) and (Cl,,,(v) on lclm( K) represent the point &,( k,,) (here Grn 
is defined as in the proof of 3.2.4); for we have the following equality: 
J T,” d&,,(p) = J 4’. 9, dp = J q, dp = e,,(ko) 
= 
J 
TTT” d+L(vm). 
I,!J,(v,,,) is a maximal measure on the simplex &(K), since 
(Clm(v~m)=el,m(ko).S,_(,,)+. . ~+em,m(k~)*&,,(x,) 
=e,~,(ko)~~(l,o ,.._, o)+. . .+em,,(kJ.4~ ,._., o ~). 
Therefore (cI,(p) -=c I&,,( v,,,) which yields the inequality 
J (1 (YiTm) V ’ * .V(Cpi~T)d+Clm(~)s J CC nirl”)V.. .V(CPi~i”)d+m(vm) 
and, consequently, 
This implies, for all ail ,_,_, Ui” E [e,,]rl, and 1~ m, the inequality 
J (q,v.- .  a;,) dp G I (a,, v . . . v ai,) dv,, 
and so 
J (q, v** *vaiti)dpGlim ,_m tailv * ’J f V Ui,) du, = J (ai, V . . ’ V Ui,) dv. 
From A(K) =Ur=, [e,,]:,l then fo lows the relation p < v and finally p = v. 
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3.2.8. Corollary. There are Bregular points zi E aG and functions 8i.n E 
H(nEN,iE{l,..., n}) such that the following conditions are satisJied: 
(a) &a0 (nEN, iE{l,..., n}),~~=, 0,,=1 (nEN). 
(b) For every x E G the sequence (Cy=, 0,,“(x) SJneN converges to the exit distribu- 
tion V, (in the w*-topology). 
Proof. By 3.lb, S:= S(H) = {p E H”lp 3 0, p(1) = l} is a Choquet simplex, so that 
3.2.2 can be applied to S. Since the map 4 : H + A(S) defined by [4(f)](p) := p(J) 
is a linear isometry and the map $: G+ S defined by [$(x)](j) := f(x) is a homeo- 
morphism from G onto t/~(d), the assertion follows from 3.2.2 and 3.1. 
We are now ready to complete the 
Proof of Theorem 11.3. One sees immediately that the Zi and 8i.n of Corollary 3.2.8 
provide a coordinate system for the exit distributions v,. So, it only remains to be 
proved, that 
ifX&x) E G, 
otherwise, 
defines a u.m.v.-estimator for 0i.n (X) with respect to a( X,,,, 1 t 2 0) and {P, ] x E Go}. 
Since the 8,, are 9-harmonic, they satisfy the equality E”(&,oX,,) = 0,,(x) for 
every x E Go (see Dynkin [5, 13.10]), which yields the wanted unbiasedness relation 
E”( 0,“) = e,,(x) (X E Go). Hence we only have to show, that for fixed i and n the 
inequality 
P”(Ic- 6,,(x)?) s E”(lh - 4:,(x)]*) (x E Go) 
holds for every boundes u(X,~+~] t >O)- measurable h : fJ + R with E”(h) = 
e,,,(x) (XE Go). To prove this, we first note that X7” is a sufficient and complete 
statistic for (a, u(X_+~ 1 t z 0)) and {P, )x E G,}, i.e. the following holds: 
(i) For every BE a(X,,+,I A ) h t > 0 t ere exists an X,,-measurable function Qe such 
that, for every x E Go, QB = E”( lB 1 X,,,)P,-almost surely. 
(ii) For every bounded X,,-measurable function g : 0 + [w the implication 
(PX(g) =0(x E Go)) 3 (Px({g f 0)) = 0 (x E Go)) 
holds. To see (i) we choose fi E a(X,) t 2 0) so that Is = 1~ * OTo, where 0, denotes 
the shift operator. Then, for every x E R”, the strong Markov property E”( I,[ .&J = 
E”(li - 8,l A_,) = ExTo( 1s) implies that E”( lB I X,,) = EXvo( 1s) holds P,-almost surely 
(XE Go). Setting QB:= EXro(ls) we obtain the assertion of (i). 
(ii) can be proved as follows: We assume that g has the form g = ioX,, and 
satisfies E”(goX,,) = 0 (x E Go). By this assumption and by Dynkin [5, Theorem 
12.121 one has that 0 = lim,?,(,, E xt’“‘(~oXTO) = g(X,,(o)) holds P,-almost surely. 
Consequently, 
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Having proved (i) and (ii), we can now follow the reasoning used in the proof of 
Lehmann-ScheffC’s theorem: so, let us assume that h:fl+R is a bounded 
a(X,,+, ( t 2 0)-measurable function with E”(h) = 0,,(X) (X E Go). Then we have, 
due to Jensen’s inequality, that 
(iii) 
E”(JE”(h IXr,)- e,,(x)I’) =E”(IE”(h-~,“(~)(X~~)12) 
c E”(Wh - %(x)l’IX,,)) 
= E”([h - I~~,,(x)[‘) (XE Go). 
According to (i) above, E”(h (XTo) can be chosen to be independent of x E G,, so 
we simply write E(h 1 XT,,). 
Since 
E”(~-E(h~X,,))=E”(e,,,~X,,-E(h~X,,))=E”(8,,,~X~~)-E”(h) 
= e,,(x) - e,,(x) = 0 (X E Go), 
(ii) implies that Px({8,, # E(h IX,,)}) = 0 ( x E Go). This together with (iii) yields 
the wanted relation 
E”(Ic- e,,(x)(‘) = E”((E(h IX,,) - t%,,(x)12) 5 E”(lh - R,,(x)l*) (XE Go). 
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